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Fachbereich Mathematik, Technische Universita t Dresden, D-01062 Dresden, Germany
Automata with concurrency relations A are labelled transition
systems with a collection of binary relations indicating when two
events, in a given state of the automaton, are concurrent. We
investigate concurrency monoids M(A) comprising all finite computa-
tion sequences of A, modulo a canonical congruence induced by the
concurrency relations, with composition as monoid operation. Under
suitable assumptions on A we obtain a characterization of the star-
free languages of M(A). This generalizes a classical result of M. P.
Schu tzenberger and a result of G. Guaiana, A. Restivo and S. Salemi in
trace theory. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the literature, aperiodic languages of words over finite
alphabets have been investigated in detail. They occur in
many different ways in automata theory, cf., e.g., [MP]. By
a fundamental result of Schu tzenberger [Sch], cf. [Ei, Pe],
the aperiodic languages in a finitely generated free monoid
coincide precisely with the star-free languages. More
recently, Guaiana et al. [GRS] generalized this result to the
case of trace monoids. In this paper, we study automata
with concurrency relations and their associated monoids of
concurrent computation sequences, and we investigate
further extensions of the results of [Sch, GRS] to these
monoids.
Trace theory provides a mathematical model for the
sequential behaviour of a parallel system in which the order
of two independent actions is regarded as irrelevant. As
introduced by Mazurkiewicz [Ma], trace alphabets are
pairs E=(E, &) where E is a set and & is an irreflexive sym-
metric binary relation on E. Two sequences ab and ba of E*,
the free monoid of all finite words over E, are declared
equivalent if a & b. This generates a congruence t on E*,
and the quotient ME=E*t is called the trace monoid (or
free partially commutative monoid) over (E, &). For surveys
on this well-developed area, we refer the reader to Diekert
[Di] or Diekert and Rozenberg [DR]. The result of
Guaiana et al. states that in any trace monoid ME (with E
finite), a language is aperiodic iff it is star-free. Recall that in
an arbitrary monoid M a language L is aperiodic if it is
recognizable and there exists n # N such that for all
x, y, z # M we have x } yn } z # L iff x } yn+1 } z # L. Further,
L is star-free if it can be obtained from the singleton subsets
of M by finitely many applications of the operations union,
complement and product (thus, not using a star-operation).
In trace alphabets, a single binary relation on E is used to
represent the concurrency information for all pairs of
events. Here, we will consider a more general model of
labelled transition systems in which the concurrency infor-
mation of the underlying system depends not only on the
two arriving events or actions, but also on the present state
of the system. An automaton with concurrency relations is a
tuple A=(S, E, T, &) where S is the set of states or situa-
tions, E as before the set of events or actions, TS_E_S
the transition relation (assumed deterministic), and
&=(&s)s # S is a collection of concurrency relations &s for E,
indexed by all possible states s # S. Let CS(A) comprise all
finite computation sequences of A, with concatenation as
(partially defined) monoid operation. We declare two
sequences (s, a, p)( p, b, r) and (s, b, q)(q, a, r) equivalent, if
a &sb. As before, this induces a congruence t on CS(A),
and its quotient M(A)=CS(A)t _ [0] (formally sup-
plemented with 0 to obtain an everywhere defined monoid
operation) is called the concurrency monoid associated
with A. Obviously, if A has only one state, i.e., |S|=1,
the canonical bijection between CS(A) and E* induces
an isomorphism between the quotient monoids CS(A)t
and E*t ; hence, concurrency monoids provide a
generalization of trace monoids.
Automata with concurrency relations were introduced
and studied in [D1, D2, BD1, BD2], where their domains of
computation sequences were investigated and shown to be
closely related with event domains and dI-domains arising
in denotational semantics of programming languages.
Graph-theoretic representations of the computation
sequences are given in [BDK]. In a slightly different form,
structures with varying independence relations and their
applications were investigated independently in [KP]. In
[DS], we derived an adjunction between categories of such
automata with concurrency relations and Petri nets with
capacities (placetransition systems). These automata also
generalize asynchronous transition systems [Be, Sh]; cf.
also [WN]. Related structures have been used to provide a
semantics for CCS [BC] and to model properties of com-
putation sequences in term rewriting systems, in the lambda
calculus and of dataflow networks [BDu, BL, HL, Le, St3].
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Very recently, a formalization using several independence
relations of the operational semantics of Occam was given
in [BDR].
It seems that many results of the literature for trace
monoids ME can be generalized, under suitable assump-
tions, to concurrency monoids M(A). For instance,
Ochmanski [Och] gave a Kleene-type characterization of
the recognizable languages in trace monoids, and this result
was extended to concurrency monoids in [D3]. Here we
will show that Guaiana et al.’s characterization of the
aperiodic languages in trace monoids can be generalized to
a large class of concurrency monoids, but not to all of them.
In concurrency monoids aperiodic languages are still star-
free, but we show by example that the converse may fail.
This is due to the fact that products of aperiodic languages
are in general just m-periodic for some m2. Here, a
recognizable language L in an arbitrary monoid M is
called m-periodic (cf. [Ei]), if there is n # N such that for
all x, y, z # M we have x } yn } z # L iff x } yn+m } z # L.
Obviously, the class of all m-periodic languages is closed
under the Boolean operations union and complement.
Therefore we investigate here the product operation on such
languages in concurrency monoids M(A). We will make the
assumption that A is stably concurrent (see (2.2) for the
precise definition). Intuitively, this means that the con-
currency relations depend locally (but not globally) of each
other, and it ensures, as in [D3], that the monoid M(A)
has nice structural properties. We then define a number mA
which, depending on the structure of A, is either 1 or the
least common multiple of some positive integers x|S| (see
(2.3)). Then we show:
Theorem 1. Let A be a finite stably concurrent
automaton, let l # N, and let A, B # Rec(M(A)) be l-peri-
odic. Then A } B is mA } l-periodic.
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we obtain:
Corollary 1. Let A be a finite stably concurrent
automaton such that mA=1. Then a language of M(A) is
star-free if and only if it is aperiodic.
We note that from Corollary 1 we immediately obtain
Guaiana et al ’s theorem by considering automata A with
only one state, since then A trivially satisfies the assump-
tions of Corollary 1 and, as pointed out before, M(A)
corresponds to a trace monoid. Our proof of Theorem 1
uses ideas of the argument in [GRS], but also, heavily,
results for concurrency monoids developed in [D3]. The
reason for the more involved calculations is that here, in
contrast to trace theory, the concurrency of two events in A
is ‘‘local,’’ i.e., may depend on the state of A.
Since in any monoid aperiodic and star-free languages
are important classes of languages, concurrency monoids
can be viewed as providing a border line to in how far
Schu tzenberger’s classical result can be generalized. Finally
we note that in another classical result, McNaughton and
Papert [MP] characterized the aperiodic languages in
finitely generated free monoids precisely as the first order-
definable languages. This was generalized to trace monoids
in Thomas [Th]and Ebinger and Muscholl [EM]. As
shown recently in [DK], this equality of aperiodic and first
order-definable languages holds again for large classes of
concurrency monoids but not for all of them.
2. LANGUAGES AND AUTOMATA WITH
CONCURRENCY RELATIONS
In this section, we will introduce the background on
l-periodic languages and on automata with concurrency
relations needed subsequently. Let M be a monoid and
LM a subset. The syntactic congruence of L, denoted by
CL , is defined as follows: for y, y$ # M put y CL y$ if for all
x, z # M we have x } y } z # L  x } y$ } z # L. The quotient of
M by the congruence CL is called the syntactic monoid of L;
it will be denoted by Synt(L).
Now LM is called recognizable, if its syntactic monoid
Synt(L) is finite; equivalently, there exists a finite M-auto-
maton recognizing L. Let Rec(M) denote the family of all
recognizable subsets of M. For the free monoid M=E* of
all words over a finite alphabet E, the recognizable
languages of M are characterized by Kleene’s theorem. This
was generalized in Ochmanski [Och] to trace monoids ME
and in Droste [D3] further to concurrency monoids M(A)
(definitions of these monoids follow below).
The family of star-free subsets of M, denoted SF(M), is
the smallest collection of subsets of M containing all
singletons which is closed under Boolean operations (union,
intersection, complement) and product.
Now let LM be recognizable, and let l # N. We say
that L is l-periodic, if there exists n # N such that for all
x, y, z # M we have x } yn } z # L iff x } yn+ l } z # L. Clearly,
this means that the syntactic monoid Synt(L) satisfies the
equality un=un+ l for all u # Synt(L). The smallest number
n with this property will be called the l-index of L, denoted
il(L). Since L is recognizable, a number l # N with the above
property exists; the smallest such number l is called the
period of L and of Synt(L); cf. [Ei, p. 279]. The 1-periodic
languages of M are usually called aperiodic.
If ZN, we let APZ(M) denote the collection of all
recognizable languages LM which are l-periodic for
some l # Z. Thus AP(M) :=AP[1](M) comprises all
aperiodic languages of M. By a well-known result of
Schu tzenberger [Sch], we have SF(E*)=AP(E*), if E is
finite. Guaiana et al. [GRS] extended this result to languages
in trace monoids ME (E=(E, &) a finite trace alphabet). As
is well-known, for arbitrary monoids M the set SF(M) need
not be contained in Rec(M), nor AP(M) in SF(M).
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Next we introduce our notion of automata with con-
currency relations and the associated concurrency monoids
M(A) of concurrent computation sequences.
Definition 2.1 ([D1, D2]). An automaton is a triple
(S, E, T ) where S and E are sets, and T is a subset of
S_E_S such that whenever (s, e, s$), (s, e, s") # T, then
s$=s".
An automaton with concurrency relations is a quadruple
A=(S, E, T, &) such that (S, E, T) is an automaton and
&=(&s)s # S is a collection of irreflexive, symmetric binary
relations &s on E; it is required that whenever a &s b
(a, b # E ), there exist transitions (s, a, p), (s, b, q), (q, a, r),
and ( p, b, r) in T. Further, A is finite, if both S and E are
finite.
The elements of S are called states, the elements of E
events, and the elements of T transitions. Intuitively, a tran-
sition t=(s, e, s$) represents a potential computation step in
which event e happens in state s of A and A changes from
state s to s$. We write ev(t)=e, the event of t. The con-
currency relations &s describe the concurrency information
for pairs of events at state s. The last requirement can be
seen as in Fig. 2.1. The angle at s indicates that a &s b.
In an automaton with concurrency relations A the events
that concur at a state s do not have to bear upon those that
concur in another state. In this general model, the con-
currency relations &s (s # S) are thus viewed as being inde-
pendent of each other. Later on we will impose additional
restrictions on A. A computation sequence in A is either
empty (denoted =), or a finite sequence u=t1 } } } tn of tran-
sitions ti # T of the form ti=(si&1 , ei , si) for i=1, . . ., n; it
can be depicted as
s0 w
e 1 s1 w
e 2 } } } w
e n sn .
We call s0 the domain of u, denoted dom(u) or dom u, sn the
codomain of u, denoted cod(u) or cod u, and n the length of
u, denoted |u|. To simplify the notation, we consider each
state in S as domain and codomain of =. We let CS(A)
denote the set of all computation sequences of A. The
composition uv of two computation sequences u, v with
cod(u)=dom(v) is defined in the natural way by con-
catenating u and v. Formally, we put u===u=u. We call u
a prefix of w, if w=uv for some computation sequence v.
FIGURE 2.1
Now we want the concurrency relations of A to induce
an equivalence relation on CS(A) so that equivalent com-
putation sequences are not differentiated by the order in
which the concurrent events appear. For this, we let t be
the smallest congruence on CS(A) making all sequences
(s, a, p)( p, b, r) and (s, b, q)(q, a, r) with a &s b equivalent.
We let [u] denote the equivalence class of u # CS(A) with
respect to t . It easily follows that any two equivalent
sequences have the same domain, codomain and length. If
x=[u], we therefore put dom(x)=dom(u), cod(x)=cod(u)
and |x|=|u|. Also, we let 1 :=[=].
We now obtain the monoid M(A) of concurrent computa-
tion sequences associated with A by letting M(A)=
CS(A)t _ [0], where 0 is an additional symbol. That is,
for u, v # CS(A) we have [u] } [v]=[uv] if cod(u)=
dom(v), and [u] } [v]=0 otherwise. Also, x } 0=0 } x=0
and x } 1=1 } x=x for each x # M(A). Clearly, with this
operation M(A) is a monoid with 1 as unit (and 0 as zero).
It is the aim of this paper to investigate, for a given auto-
maton A with concurrency relations, the l-periodic languages
of its concurrency monoid M(A). We will consider automata
with concurrency relations in which the relations &s (s # S) are
locally (but not globally) dependent of each other as follows.
Definition 2.2. Let A=(S, E, T, &) be an automaton
with concurrency relations. Consider the following
requirements:
The cube axiom: Whenever (s, a, p), (s, b, q), (s, c, r) # T
are such that a &s b, a &s c and b &p c, then also b &s c, a &q c
and a &r b.
The inverse cube axiom: Whenever (s, b, q), (s, c, r) # T
are such that b &s c, a &q c and a &r b, then also a &s b, a &s c
and b &p c, where p # S is the uniquely determined state such
that (s, a, p) # T (which exists by the requirement a &sb).
We say that A is concurrent, if it satisfies the cube axiom,
and A is stably concurrent, if it satisfies both the cube and
the inverse cube axiom.
The situation in the above definition is depicted in Fig.
2.2, where the black lines and angles indicate the transitions
FIGURE 2.2
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and concurrency relations which exist by assumption, and
the dotted lines and angles indicate the transitions and con-
currency relations which are forced to exist by the require-
ment of the cube, respectively inverse cube, axiom.
Obviously, any automaton with concurrency relations A
with |E |=2 is stably concurrent. Now we turn to the defini-
tion of the number mA , for which we first introduce some
notation. Let A be an automaton with concurrency rela-
tions. If u=t1 } } } tn # CS(A) with ti # T and ev(ti)=ei ,
we put ev(u)=[ei : i=1, . . ., n], the event set of u. By con-
vention, ev(=)=<. Also, we put evseq(u)=e1 } } } en , the
event sequence of u. A transition t occurs in u, if t=ti for
some 1in. Note that by the requirement in Definition
2.1, any computation sequence is determined uniquely by
its domain and its event sequence. If a # E, we denote by
a & u that a and u commute, i.e. a &dom(t) ev(t) for each tran-
sition t occurring in u.
Now assume that u1 , . . ., un # CS(A) such that u=
u1 } } } un # CS(A), evseq(u1)=evseq(u2)= } } } =evseq(un)
and dom(u)=cod(u). Then we call (u1 , . . ., un) an event
sequence loop (evseq-loop, for short) of length n. If,
moreover, cod(ui){cod(uj) for all 1i< j n, we call
(u1 , . . ., un) a counter; cf. [MP]. Note that then n|S |.
Definition. Let A be a finite automaton with con-
currency relations. We let mA be the least common multiple
of all positive integers n|S | for which there exists a
counter (u1 , . . ., un) of length n and an element a # E such
that a & u. (This includes the trivial case with n=1, u1==
and any a # E.)
Intuitively, the evseq-loop (u1 , . . ., un) above is a sequence
of the action sequence evseq(u1), leading from the state
dom(u1) to dom(u1) again, for which some event a (or a
transition t* with ev(t*)=a) commutes with u=u1 } } } un .
In particular, then a  ev(u). The latter notion of commuting
elements will be made precise in Definition 3.3. The
number mA is a technical characteristic of the auto-
maton A.
Next we give examples to illustrate this notion.
Example 2.4. (a) Let A be a finite automaton with
concurrency relations such that whenever a computation
sequence u has the same domain as codomain, then
ev(u)=E. Then mA=1.
(b) Let A=(S, E, T, &) such that S=[s, p, q, r],
E=[a, b, c], T=[(s, a, p), (s, b, q), (q, a, r), ( p, b, r),
(q, c, s), (r, c, p)], a &s b, and &q=&p=&r=<. Then A is
stably concurrent. For instance, the computation sequence
u=(s, b, q)(q, c, s) has the same domain as codomain, but
c(a &q c). We have mA=1.
(c) If A is the automaton of Example 3.1 (see below),
we have mA=2.
These simple examples show that the class of stably
concurrent automata A with mA=1, i.e., for which
Corollary 1 stated in the Introduction applies, is quite large.
Now we point out the relationship with trace theory.
There, one considers pairs (trace alphabets) E=(E, &)
where E is a finite set and & is an irreflexive symmetric
binary relation on E. Let t be the least congruence on E*
making all pairs ab and ba with a&b equivalent, and let
ME=E*t , the trace monoid over (E, &). Now let S=[s],
a singleton set, T=S_E_S and A=(S, E, T, &). Then A
is a stably concurrent automaton and mA=1 since |S |=1.
So M(A) satisfies the assumption of Corollary 1. Clearly
the obvious canonical bijection between CS(A) and E*
(mapping a computation sequence s we 1 s we 2 } } } we n s to
the word e1e2 } } } en) induces an isomorphism between the
monoids M(A)"[0] and ME . Therefore concurrency
monoids M(A) provide a larger class of monoids than trace
monoids (supplemented, formally, with 0).
We will use the fact that Rec(M(A)) is closed under the
product operation, provided that A is stably concurrent.
Proposition ([D3; Theorem 4.2]). Let A be a finite
stably concurrent automaton, and let A, B # Rec(M(A)).
Then A } B # Rec(M(A)).
There is a relationship between concurrency monoids and
domain theory which will be utilized later on. Let A be an
automaton with concurrency relations. We define a partial
order on M(A)"[0] by putting xy iff y=xz for some
z # M(A). Then we also call x a prefix of y. Note that then
x and y have the same domain. Now fix a ’’start state’’ * # S,
let M
*
(A)=[x # M(A): dom(x)=V], and let (D(A), )
be the ideal completion of (M
*
(A), ). Then (D(A), )
is a finitary domain, and its order-structure has been com-
pletely characterized in [D2]. The domains generated by
concurrent automata are particular Scott-domains and very
closely related with event domains and dI-domains from
denotational semantics of programming languages.
Moreover, as shown recently by Kuske [Ku], the stably
concurrent automata (with start state) generate precisely
the dI-domains.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND FURTHER RESULTS
In this section we investigate the l-periodic languages of
concurrency monoids M(A), where A is a finite stably con-
current automaton, and in particular prove Theorem 1 and
Corollary 1 stated in the Introduction. First let us show by
an example that in general in concurrency monoids
products of two aperiodic languages need not be aperiodic;
hence the aperiodic and the star-free languages do not
always coincide.
Example 3.1. Let A=(S, E, T, &) such that S=[s, p],
E=[a, b], T=[(s, a, p), (s, b, p), ( p, a, s), ( p, b, s)], and
a &s b, a &p b.
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Clearly A is stably concurrent; since &s=&p and each
event can occur in each state of A, we may even regard
(E, &) as a trace alphabet. Now let
A=[(s, a, p)(p, a, s)]*=[[(s, a, p)(p, a, s)]n: n # N] and
B=[(s, b, p)( p, b, s)]*.
Then for x=[u] # M(A) we have x # A iff x=1 or
ev(u)=[a] and dom(u)=cod(u)=s. In particular, if
x, y, z # M(A) and x } yn } z # A with n2, we have either
y=[(s, a, p)( p, a, s)]m or y=[( p, a, s)(s, a, p)]m for some
m # N, thus x } yn+1 } z # A and x } yn&1 } z # A. Clearly A,
B are recognizable, and so by the above argument they are
aperiodic. Now let y=[(s, a, p)( p, b, s)]. Observing that
( p, b, s)(s, a, p)t( p, a, s)(s, b, p), it easily follows that for
any n # N, y2n=[(s, a, p)( p, a, s)]n } [(s, b, p)( p, b, s)]n #
A } B. But y2n+1  A } B, since any element of A } B has an
even number of transitions t with ev(t)=a, in contrast to
y2n+1. Hence A } B is not aperiodic.
Finally, we note that the four pairs ((s, a, p), ( p, a, s)),
(( p, a, s), (s, a, p)), ((s, b, p), ( p, b, s)) and (( p, b, s),
(s, b, p)) provide all counters of length 2. Thus mA=2, and
A } B is 2-periodic by Theorem 1. It can be checked that
i2(A } B)=2.
However, we have the following part of Schu tzenberger’s
theorem:
Proposition 3.2 [Gu, p. 60]). Let M be any finitely
generated monoid. Then AP(M)SF(M).
Since for any automaton A with concurrency relations
M(A) is generated by [[t]: t # T] _ [0], we always have
AP(M(A))SF(M(A)) if A is finite.
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1, for which we
need some preparations. Let A be an automaton with con-
currency relations. Recall that any computation sequence is
determined uniquely by its domain and its event sequence.
For any u # CS(A) and s # S, let us denote the computa-
tion sequence with domain s and event sequence evseq(u),
provided it exists. Next we transfer these notions to
elements of M(A). For x # M(A) we put ev(x)=ev(u) if
x=[u] (this is well-defined since any two strongly equiv-
alent computation sequences have the same event set), and
evseq(x)=[evseq(u): u # CS(A), x=[u]]. If y # M(A)"[0],
we will abbreviate evseq(x)=evseq( y) by x=e y. Hence
x=e y and dom(x)=dom( y) imply x=y. Recall that a &s b
implies the existence and equivalence of the two computa-
tion sequences (s, a, p)( p, b, r) and (s, b, q)(q, a, r). Sub-
sequently a generalization of this to arbitrary computation
sequences u, v # CS(A) with the same domain, but disjoint
event sets will play a crucial role.
Definition 3.3. Let A be an automaton with con-
currency relations, and let u, v # CS(A) have the same
domain. We say that u commutes with v, if for each transition
t occurring in u there exists vdom t, and ev(t$) &dom(t$) ev(t)
for each transition t$ occurring in vdom t.
Trivially, any computation sequence u commutes with the
empty computation sequence =. Next we note that this com-
muting relation as just defined is symmetric:
Lemma 3.4 [D3, Lemma 2.5]. Let A be an automaton
with concurrency relations, and let u, v # CS(A) have the
same domain. Then u commutes with v iff v commutes with u.
In this case, u and v have disjoint event sets, and
u(v cod u)tv(u cod v).
In fact, if u, v commute, u=u1 } } } un and v=v1 } } } vm with
ui , vj # T, we have the Fig. 3.1, in which the diagonal lines
represent the computation sequences v  dom ui , respec-
tively u  dom vj .
From the figure, it is easy to read off the proof that
u(v  cod u)tv(u  cod v) by transforming the sequence
u(v  cod u) successively into equivalent computation
sequences (starting at the small left square with the
sequence unv$1).
If A is a concurrent automaton, we can define a
‘‘residuum operation’’ on the transitions of A (see [D2]).
This enables us to deduce the following result.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a concurrent automaton, and let
u, u$, v, v$ # CS(A) such that u, v commute and utu$, vtv$.
(a) Then u$ and v$ commute, u cod vtu$  cod v$ and
vcod utv$  cod u$.
(b) Let A be stably concurrent. Then [u]=e
[u  cod v].
Proof. (a) Using the residuum operation, this is clear by
[BDu, PSt, St1, St2], or cf. [D3, Proposition 3.3, Lemma
3.5].
(b) Immediate by [D3, Lemma 3.6].
FIGURE 3.1
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Let A be concurrent, and let x, y # M(A)"[0]. We say
that x, y commute, if some (hence by Lemma 3.5(a), all)
computation sequences u # x, v # y commute. Then we
also write x A y :=[u  cod v] where u # x, v # y are
arbitrary representatives. By Lemma 3.5(a), this is well-
defined, regardless of the choice of u and v, and trivially
dom(x A y)=cod( y). Lemma 3.4 shows that then
x } ( y A x)=y } (x A y) (and without proof we note that this
equals x 6 y in (M(A), )). Moreover, if A is stably con-
current, by Lemma 3.5(b) we have x=e x A y. These
remarks will be used very often subsequently without
mentioning them again.
An important tool for the argument in [GRS] is a
generalization of Levy’s lemma in trace theory due to Cori
and Perrin [CP]. This has been further generalized to con-
currency monoids in [D3] and will also be crucial here:
Lemma 3.6 [D3, Lemma 4.7]. Let A be a stably con-
current automaton, and let a, b, z0 , ..., zm # M(A) with
a } b=z0 } z1 } } } } } zm{0. Then there are elements rij ,
sij # M(A) (0i j ; j=0, ..., m) such that
(a) a=r00 } r
0
1 } } } } } r
0
m , b=s
0
m } s
1
m } } } } } s
m
m , and
zj=r jj } s
j
j for each j=0, ..., m;
(b) sij and r
i
j+1 commute, s
i
j A r
i
j+1=s
i
j+1 and
rij+1 A s
i
j=r
i+1
j+1 for each 0i j, j=0, ..., m&1.
This result can (and should) be visualized see Fig. 3.2,
for a special case, in the proof of Theorem 1. Let A again be
a concurrent automaton. Using the residuum operation on
A mentioned before, results in [BDu, PSt, St1, St2]
immediately yield the following remarks: First, M(A) is
left-cancellative, i.e., if x, y, z # M(A) with x } y=x } z{0,
then y=z. Second, if u, v # CS(A) are such that [u], [v]
have an upper bound in (M(A), ), then [u] and [v]
have a supremum in (M(A), ). This will be used in the
proof of the following result.
Lemma 3.7. Let A be a concurrent automaton, and let
a, b, x, y # M(A) such that a } b=x } y{0 and x and b have
disjoint event sets. Then xa.
Proof. By the result noted before, a 6 x exists, so
a6 x=a } z for some z # M(A). Techniques for the
residuum operation on M(A) (cf., e.g., [BDu, PSt, St1,
St2]) easily show that then ev(z)ev(x) (since z is the
‘‘residuum of x after a’’). Since a } za } b and M(A) is left-
cancellative, we have zb, so ev(z)ev(x) & ev(b)=<.
Hence z=1, proving xa 6 x=a.
Now we can give the
Proof of Theorem 1. We abbreviate M=M(A). By
Proposition 2.5, A } B is recognizable in M, so Synt(A } B)
is finite. Let _: M  Synt(A } B) be the canonical
epimorphism. For x # M, we define h(x) :=min[ |z|: z # M,
_(z)=_(x)]. Since Synt(A } B) is finite, also the set
[h(x): x # M] is finite. Let h(A } B) :=max[h(x): x # M]
and m*=max[il(A), il(B)]. We claim that im A } l(A } B)
(h(A } B)+1) } (m*+mA } l+1) } |S|.
Thus, let n(h(A } B)+1) } (m*+mA } l+1) } |S|. We
have to prove that for any x, y, z # M we have x } yn } z #
A } B  x } yn+m A } l } z # A } B. Note that for any y # M
there is y$ # M with y CAB y$ and | y$|h(A } B), and so y$
satisfies the above equivalence iff y does. Thus it suffices to
consider x, y, z # M with y{1 and | y |h(A } B). Assume
that x } yn } z # A } B. Thus x } yn } z=a } b with a # A, b # B.
We may assume that x } yn } z{0. Then y has the same
domain and codomain, say q # S. By Lemma 3.6, there are
elements rij , s
i
j # M (0i j ; j=0, ..., n+1) such that
a=r00 } r
0
1 } } } } } r
0
n+1 ,
b=s0n+1 } s
1
n+1 } } } } } s
n+1
n+1 , x=r
0
0 } s
0
0 ,
y=r jj } s
j
j for each j=1, . . ., n, and z=r
n+1
n+1 } s
n+1
n+1;
sij and r
i
j+1 commute,
sij A r
i
j+1=s
i
j+1 and r
i
j+1 A s
i
j=r
i+1
j+1 for each 0i j,
j=0, . . ., n.
(Cf. Fig. 3.2, where n=4.) In particular, we have
r jj =e r
i
j for each 0i<j, j=1, . . ., n+1, and
sii=e s
i
j for each 0i< j, i=0, . . ., n.
These identities will be very important subsequently.
In our argument, we will show that due to the large size
of n the sequence (r01 , ..., r
0
n) contains a counter, in fact
(m*+mA } l)-times. This will enable us to employ the
l-periodicity of A.
Now s11 and r
1
2 commute and r
1
2=e r
2
2 . Hence s
1
1 and r
2
2
have disjoint event sets. But y=r11 } s
1
1=r
2
2 } s
2
2 , so Lemma
3.7 shows that r22r
1
1 . Similarly, r
i+1
i+1r
i
i for each
i=1, ..., n&1. As we now show, ‘‘very often’’ we have, in
fact, ri+1i+1=r
i
i .
Let m be the maximal integer such that for some
i # [0, . . ., n&m], ri+1i+1=r
i+2
i+2= } } } =r
i+m
i+m . Note that
since rnnr
n&1
n&1 } } } r
1
1 y, there are at most | y|
many values of i for which ri+1i+1<r
i
i . Hence the set of indices
[1, ..., n] can be partitioned into at most | y |+1 segments,
each being of length  m. So ( | y | + 1) } m  n 
(h(A } B)+1) } (m*+mA } l+1) } |S|. Now | y |h(A } B)
shows that m(m*+mA } l+1) } |S |. Fix j # [0, ..., n&m]
with r j+1j+1 =r
j+2
j+2 = } } } =r
j+m
j+m .
Now consider r0j+1 } r
0
j+2 } } } } } r
0
j+m . Since m2 } |S|,
there are k, k$ # N with j+1k<k+k$ j+|S|+1 such
that r0k } r
0
k+1 } } } } } r
0
k+k$&1=: r* has the same domain
as codomain, say p*, and cod r0k+i{cod r
0
k+i$ for all
0i<i $k$&1.
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FIGURE 3.2
For each 1im we have r0j+i=e r
j+i
j+i , hence r
0
j+1=e
r0j+2=e } } } =e r
0
j+m . Since m(m*+mA } l+1) } |S|
(m*+mA } l+1) } k$, it follows that
r*=r0k+i } k$ } r
0
k+i } k$+1 } } } } } r
0
k+(i+1) } k$&1
for each i=0, ..., m*+mA } l&1. (V)
Hence a=r00 } } } } } r
0
k&1 } (r*)
m* } r0k* } } } } } r
0
n+1 , where
k*=k+m* } k$ and m*il(A).
Next we claim that k$ divides mA . The sequence
(r0k , r
0
k+1 , ..., r
0
k+k$&1) is a counter of length k$. By the
definition of mA it remains to show that either k$=1 or
some non-trivial computation sequence commutes with r*.
Note that r*=r0k+k$ } r
0
k+k$+1 } } } } } r
0
k+2k$&1 commutes
with s+ :=s0k+k$&1 } s
1
k+k$&1 } } } } } s
k+k$&1
k+k$&1 . If s
+{1 we are
done. On the other hand, assume s+=1. Clearly we have
sii$=s
i
k+k$&1=1 for each i $i, i=0, ..., k+k$&1. Hence
r00=x and r
0
i =r
1
i = } } } =r
i
i=y for each i=1, ..., k+k$&1.
But since (r0k , r
0
k+1 , ..., r
0
k+k$&1) is a counter of length k$,
now we obtain k$=1. This proves our claim.
Therefore a$ := r00 } } } } } r
0
k&1 } (r*)
m*+m A } lk$ }
r0k* } } } } } r
0
n+1 belongs to A.
Next we will show that the element b has a similar decom-
position (with corresponding indices) as a, which will
enable us to use the l-periodicity of B.
Recall that r* has the same domain as codomain. Also,
r* commutes with s0k&1 } s
1
k&1 } } } } } s
k&1
k&1 , which has
codomain q. Therefore
rkk } r
k
k+1 } } } } } r
k
k+k$&1=r* A (s
0
k&1 } } } } } s
k&1
k&1)
has domain and codomain q. Then rkk+k$ } } } } } r
k
n+1=
rk+k$k+k$ } } } } } r
k+k$
n+1 , since these two elements have the same
domain q, and the same event sequence. Now let
s* :=skn+1 } s
k+1
n+1 } } } } } s
k+k$&1
n+1 .
Then s* = (skk+k$&1 } s
k+1
k+k$&1 } } } } } s
k+k$&1
k+k$&1) A (r
k
k+k$ }
rkk+k$+1 } } } } } r
k
n+1) and (s
k
k+k$&1 } s
k+1
k+k$&1 } } } } } s
k+k$&1
k+k$&1)
has domain and codomain q, so s* has the same domain
as codomain. Arguing similarly for the sequences
r0k+i } k$ } } } } } r
0
k+(i+1) } k$&1 , we get that the sequences
sk+i } k$n+1 } } } } } s
k+(i+1) } k$&1
n+1 (i=1, ..., m*) also all have iden-
tical domain and codomain, viz., dom(s*).
Recall that r j+1j+1 =r
j+2
j+2 = } } } =r
j+m
j+m and y=r
i
i } s
i
i
for each i=1, ..., n. Since M(A) is left-cancellative, we
obtain s j+1j+1 =s
j+2
j+2 = } } } =s
j+m
j+m . Also, s
i
i=e s
i
n+1 for i=
1, ..., n. Thus, for i=1, ..., m*, the elements s* and
sk+i } k$n+1 } } } } } s
k+(i+1) } k$&1
n+1 have also the same event
sequence, and hence are equal. Therefore we have
b=s0n+1 } } } } } s
k&1
n+1 } (s*)
m* } sk*n+1 } } } } } s
n+1
n+1 and m*il(B).
Thus
b$ :=s0n+1 } } } } } s
k&1
n+1 } (s*)
m*+m A } lk$ } sk*n+1 } } } } } s
n+1
n+1
belongs to B.
We now compute
a$ } b$=r00 } r
0
1 } } } } } r
0
k&1 } (r*)
m*+m A } lk$ } r0k* } } } } } r
0
n+1
} s0n+1 } s
1
n+1 } } } } } s
k&1
n+1 } (s*)
m*+m A } lk$
} sk*n+1 } } } } } s
n+1
n+1.
Using the facts that sii and r
i
i+1 } } } } } r
i
n+1 commute for each
i=0, ..., n, that r* and s* each are products of k$ elements
(of the form r0i respectively s
i
n+1), and that y=r
i
i } s
i
i for each
i=1, ..., n, we derive
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a$ } b$=r00 } s
0
0 } r
1
1 } } } } } r
1
k&1
} (r1k } } } } } r
1
k+k$&1)
m*+m A } lk$ } r1k* } } } } } r
1
n+1
} s1n+1 } } } } } s
k&1
n+1 } (s*)
m*+m A } lk$ } sk*n+1 } } } } } s
n+1
n+1
=x } r11 } s
1
1 } } } } } r
k&1
k&1 } s
k&1
k&1
} (rkk } s
k
k } } } } } r
k+k$&1
k+k$&1 } s
k+k$&1
k+k$&1)
m*+m A } lk$
} rk*k* } s
k*
k* } } } } } r
n
n } s
n
n } r
n+1
n+1 } s
n+1
n+1
=x } yn+m A } l } z.
Hence x } yn+m A } l } z # A } B, as claimed.
For the converse implication, assume that x } yn+m A } l }
z # A } B. We claim that then x } yn } z # A } B. For this, we
proceed almost precisely as before. Since the formula (*)
holds for all i=0, ..., m*+mA } l&1, we obtain that also
a=r00 } } } } } r
0
k&1 } (r*)
m*+mA } lk$ } r0k+ } } } } } r
0
n+1 , where
k+=k+m* } k$+mA } l. Since m*il(A), the element
a" :=r00 } } } } } r
0
k&1 } (r*)
m* } r0k+ } } } } } r
0
n+1 belongs to A.
Similarly, b" :=s0n+1 } } } } } s
k&1
n+1 } (s*)
m* } sk+n+1 } } } } } s
n+1
n+1
belongs to B, and then x } yn } z=a" } b" # A } B.
Now the proof of Corollary 1 is straightforward by
Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 1.
Next we deduce the result of Guaiana et al. on trace
monoids:
Corollary 3.8 [GRS]. Let E=(E, &) be a finite trace
alphabet. Then SF(ME)=AP(ME).
Proof. Let A=(S, E, T, &$) with S=[s], a singleton
set, T=S_E_S and &$=&s :=&, the given independence
relation in E. As noted after Example 2.4, we have
M(A)"[0]$ME and mA=1. Now apply Corollary 1.
As a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1 we also
note:
Corollary 3.9. Let A be a finite stably concurrent
automaton, and let ZN be a subset closed under taking
least common multiples and under multiplication with mA .
Then APZ(M(A)) contains all singletons of M(A) and is
closed under union, complement and products. In particular,
SF(M(A))APZ(M(A)).
An explicit description of SF(M(A)) for an arbitrary
finite stably concurrent automaton A, e.g., in terms of
periodic languages, remains open at present and seems to be
difficult. Just to indicate the possibility that SF(M(A))=
AP[2](M(A)), we include the following remark.
Proposition 3.10. There exists a finite stably concurrent
automaton A such that AP(M(A)/SF(M(A))=
AP[2](M(A)). In particular, the star-free languages of
M(A) are precisely the 2-periodic ones.
Proof. Let A be the automaton of Example 3.1. We
abbreviate M=M(A). As shown in Example 3.1, we have
AP(M)/AP[2](M). Using the fact that ( p, b, s)(s, a, p)t
( p, a, s)(s, b, p) and (s, b, p)( p, a, s)t(s, a, p)( p, b, s), we
obtain that each element x # M can be written in the form
x=x(t, u, t$, n, m) :=t } an } u } bm } t$ where
an=[(s, a, p)( p, a, s)]n,
bm=[(s, b, p)( p, b, s)]m with n, m0, and
t # [1, [( p, a, s)]], u # [1, [(s, a, p)( p, b, s)]],
t$ # [1, [(s, a, p)], [( p, b, s)], [(s, b, p)]].
Clearly, given n0 , m0 # N, each of the sets comprising all
elements x(t, u, t$, n, m) with nn0 , mm0 , or all such
elements with nn0 , mm0 , or all such elements with
nn0 , mm0 is 2-periodic, and the product of two such
sets is again of this form. Also, any infinite 2-periodic
language LM contains an element x(t, u, t$, n0 , m0)
for which either n0i2(L) or m0i2(L) or both, and
then L contains, correspondingly, either all elements
x(t, u, t$, n, m0) with nn0 or all elements x(t, u, t$, n0 , m)
with mm0 , or both. Since any finite language is star-free
and SF(M) is closed under unions and products, it therefore
suffices to show that for each n0 , m01, the languages
An0=[an : nn0] and Bm0=[bm : mm0] are star-free.
We have A1=([(s, a, p)] } M } [(p, a, s)])"(M } [( p, b, s)] }
M _ M } [(s, b, p)] } M). So A1 is star-free, and hence also
An0=an0&1 } A1 is star-free. A similar argument applies to
Bm0 , and the result follows.
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